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Abstract
Methods of the theory of nonautonomous differential equations are used to study the extent
to which the properties of local null controllability and local feedback stabilizability are
preserved when a control system with time-varying coefﬁcients is digitized, e.g., approximated
by piecewise autonomous systems on small time subintervals.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the persistence under digitization of the properties of local
null controllability and local feedback controllability of a nonautonomous control
system. These are signiﬁcant questions if one needs to investigate a numerical
approximation of a control system, in particular if one has to compute numerically a
stabilizing feedback control. More generally, they are signiﬁcant in other engineering
contexts when one has to ‘‘sample’’ a vector ﬁeld in some systematic way; see, e.g.,
[6,12]. Our methods will actually allow us to prove statements regarding persistence
of local null controllability and of local feedback controllability under perturbations
which are more general than digitizations. These more general results are also
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signiﬁcant because they give answers to natural questions concerning the stability of
these controllability properties when the control system is perturbed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne a general notion of
‘‘digitization’’. We prove a semicontinuity result for digitizations which gives a
precise version of the statement that a digitization of a time-varying vector ﬁeld is
‘‘close’’ to that of the original one. Our result may have independent interest, since
the question of just how a given digitization scheme ‘‘perturbs’’ a ﬁxed vector ﬁeld
does not seem to have been well studied until now. In any case, we will use our result
in the succeeding sections of the paper.
In Section 3, we consider the stability under perturbation of the coefﬁcient
matrices of the local null controllability property for a linear nonautonomous
control system
x0 ¼ AðtÞx þ BðtÞu ðtAR; xARn; uARmÞ; ð1Þ
with bounded measurable matrix valued coefﬁcients AðÞ; BðÞ: We will prove results
to the effect that the local null controllability of (1) is preserved when A and B are
subjected to bounded perturbations which are sufﬁciently close to zero in the weak
topology (and not necessarily in the norm topology). In particular, if (1) is locally
null controllable, then it remains so after digitization. We then consider the concept
of uniform local null controllability of the control system (1). In this context, it is
natural and useful to introduce the topological hull P of ðA; BÞ: We show that the
uniform local null controllability of (1) is preserved over the hull Pˆ of a bounded
perturbation of ðA; BÞ if Pˆ is close to P in the weak sense.
Finally, in Section 4, we take up the notion of local null controllability for a
nonlinear control problem
x0 ¼ f ðt; x; uÞ ðtAR; xARn; uARmÞ: ð2Þ
It is assumed that f is of class C2 with respect to ðx; uÞ; and that the partial
derivatives Dlxf ; D
l
uf of orders l ¼ 0; 1; 2 are uniformly bounded and uniformly
continuous on R K whenever KCRn  Rm is compact. It is also assumed that
f ðt; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0 for all tAR: Our discussion revolves around the question of the
existence and properties (e.g., regularity with respect to perturbations of f ) of a
feedback control uðt; xÞ which stabilizes the origin x ¼ 0: That is, uðt; xÞ is required
to have the property that x ¼ 0 is a uniformly asymptotically stable solution of the
equation
x0 ¼ f ðt; x; uðt; xÞÞ:
Following [10,11], we will use the theory of exponential dichotomies to study these
issues. Set AðtÞ ¼ Dxf ðt; 0; 0Þ; BðtÞ ¼ Duf ðt; 0; 0Þ; and write (2) in the form
x0 ¼ AðtÞx þ BðtÞu þ fðt; x; uÞ; ð20Þ
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where f is of class C2 and of order Oðjxj2 þ juj2Þ as ðx; uÞ-ð0; 0Þ: One constructs a
feedback control uðt; xÞ by solving an auxiliary linear regulator problem. As we will
see, the exponential dichotomy concept can be used to good effect to derive
regularity properties of the stabilizing feedback control with respect to perturbations
of f : In particular, we will show that u has good regularity properties with respect to
digitization of the vector ﬁeld f :
We ﬁnish this Introduction by indicating some notation and terminology which
will be used throughout the paper. If nX1; we let /; S denote the Euclidean inner
product on Rn; and let j  j denote the corresponding norm. Let Mn;m be the set of
n  m real matrices and let j  j denote the usual (operator) norm on Mn;m: If X is a
set, ðY; j  jÞ a normed vector space and f :X-Y is a bounded function, we deﬁne
j f jN ¼ supxAXj f ðxÞj: Let U be a convex set of Rn and let HU denote its support
function:
HUðaÞ :¼ sup
uAU
/a; uS ðaARnÞ:
Note that, if 0AU then HU is nonnegative, and that, if U is compact then HU is
continuous. Let ðX; dÞ be a metric space. We deﬁne a semi-metric of Hausdorff type
H on the space KðXÞ of nonempty compact subsets of X as follows: if
A; BAKðXÞ then
HðA; BÞ ¼ max
aAA
min
bAB
dða; bÞ:
Note that, if HðA; BÞ is small, then each point aAA is close to some point of B: We
deﬁne the Hausdorff metric H on KðXÞ by setting
HðA; BÞ ¼ maxfHðA; BÞ; HðB; AÞg:
Let X be a topological space. A real flow on X is determined by a continuous map
t :X R-X : ðx; tÞ/ttðxÞ such that: (i) t0ðxÞ ¼ x for all xAX; (ii) tt3tsðxÞ ¼
ttþsðxÞ for all xAX and for all s; tAR: We will indicate a real ﬂow by ðX; fttgÞ or
just by fttg: A subset MCX is said to be invariant with respect to the ﬂow fttg if
ttðMÞCM for all tAR (which implies that ttðMÞ ¼ M for all tAR). A compact
invariant subset MCX is said to be minimal if, for each xAX; the orbit fttðxÞ: tARg
is dense in M (one also refers to the minimal ﬂow ðM; fttgÞ).
2. Digitization
We ﬁrst introduce some particular real ﬂows which will be needed in the sequel.
1. Let nX1 be an integer and set Ln ¼ LNðR;RnÞ: Give Ln the weak topology
deﬁned as follows: if fakg is a net (i.e., generalized sequence) inLn; then ak-aALn
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if for each fAL1ðR;RÞ; there holdsZ N
N
akðtÞfðtÞ dt-
Z N
N
aðtÞfðtÞ dt:
Each norm-bounded subset XCLn is metrizable when endowed with the weak
topology. For each tAR; let tt :Ln-Ln be the t-translation deﬁned by ttðaÞðÞ ¼
að þ tÞ: If X is a norm-bounded subset of Ln such that ttðXÞ ¼ X for each tAR;
then the pair ðX; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow. We can also endow Ln;m ¼ LNðR;Mn;mÞ with
the weak topology. The translations ftt: tARg deﬁne a real ﬂow on each norm-
bounded, translation-invariant subset XCLn;m:
2. LetF denote the set of mappings f :R Rn-Rn which are uniformly bounded
and uniformly continuous on R K for each compact subset K of Rn; and which are
uniformly Lipschitz continuous on each compact subset K of Rn: that is, there exists
a constant LK such that j f ðt; xÞ  f ðt; yÞjpLK jx  yj for all tAR and all x; yAK :
Give F the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R Rn: For
each tAR; let tt :F-F be the t-translation deﬁned by ttð f Þð; Þ ¼ f ð þ t; Þ: It is
easy to see that ðF; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow. If fAF; then the hull Pf of f ; which is deﬁned
by Pf ¼ clsfttð f Þ: tARg; is compact because of the uniform continuity assumption
on f ; and ðPf ; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow.
3. If rX1 is an integer, we modify the deﬁnitions of Point 2 in the following way.
Let Fr denote the set of mappings f :R Rn-Rn which are r times continuously
differentiable with respect to x and such that the derivatives Dlx f ð0plprÞ are
uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous on R K for each compact subset K
of Rn: We topologize Fr as follows: a sequence f fkgCFr converges to f in Fr if
Dlx fk-D
l
x f uniformly on R K for each compact subset K of Rn ð0plprÞ: If
fAFr; set ttð f Þð; Þ ¼ f ð þ t; Þ; then observe that the hull Pf ¼ clsfttð f Þ: tARg is
compact and that ðPf ; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow.
4. Let G be a family of functions g :R Rn-Rn which satisfy the following
conditions.
(i) g is jointly Lebesgue measurable.
(ii) If KCRn is compact, then there is a constant LK such that
jgðt; xÞ  gðt; yÞjpLK jx  yj ðtAR; x; yAKÞ: ð3Þ
(iii) For each compact subset KCRn; there holds
sup
xAK
sup
tAR
Z tþ1
t
jgðs; xÞj dspMKoN: ð4Þ
Introduce a pseudo-metric d on G as follows [8]. For each TX1; NX1 deﬁne
dT ;Nðg1; g2Þ ¼ sup
jxjpN
Z T
T
jg1ðs; xÞ  g2ðs; xÞj ds;
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then set
dðg1; g2Þ ¼
XN
N¼1
2N
XN
T¼1
2T arctg dT ;Nðg1; g2Þ;
After identiﬁcation of functions whose d-distance is zero, G is a metric space. We
note that FCG; and that the embedding mapping is continuous. If gAG; set
ttðgÞð; Þ ¼ gð þ t; ÞðtARÞ: If G is a translation-invariant subset of G; such that the
Lipschitz constants LK in (3) and the constants MK on the left-hand side in (4) are
bounded independently of gAG; then ðG; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow.
5. If rX1 is an integer, we modify the deﬁnitions of Point 4 as follows. Let Gr
denote the set of mappings g :R Rn-Rn which satisfy the following conditions.
(i) Dlxg exists and is Lebesgue measurable for each 0plpr:
(ii) If KCRn is compact, then there is a constant LK such that, for almost all tAR:
jDlxgðt; xÞjpLK ð xAK ; 0plprÞ: ð30Þ
(iii) If KCRn is compact, there holds
sup
xAK
sup
tAR
Z tþ1
t
jDlxgðs; xÞj dspMKoN ð 0plprÞ: ð40Þ
One can deﬁne a distance d on Gr by modifying the deﬁnition of the metric d on G in
an obvious way. If G is a translation invariant subset of Gr such that the constants
LK ; MK are bounded independently of gAG for each compact set KCRn; then the
translations fttg deﬁne a real ﬂow on G:
The spaces G and Gr ðrX1Þ will be useful in Section 4 when we digitize
nonautonomous nonlinear control systems.
Now we turn to our concept of ‘‘digitization’’. To orient the discussion, let fAF;
and let d be a positive number. Set tj ¼ jd ð jAZÞ; and deﬁne
fdðt; xÞ ¼ 1d
Z ð jþ1Þd
jd
f ðs; xÞ ds ð jdptoð j þ 1ÞdÞ:
The function fd is piecewise continuous with respect to t: Suppose that f is Lipschitz
continuous in x uniformly on R K for each compact subset K of Rn: Then fd has
the same property. Clearly, f and fd are elements of G; and it is easy to see that fd-f
in G: The passage from f to fd; for positive values of d; is an example of what we call
a digitization scheme.
We now formulate our notion of a digitization scheme. We impose the following
conditions.
(I) There exists a number d040 and continuous functions yj : ½0; d0-R ð jAZÞ
with the following properties.
(a) If Idj ¼ ½yjðdÞ; yjþ1ðdÞÞ; then the length of Idj lies in the interval ½d=2; d:
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(b) the family of lengths fyj  yj1: jAZg is equicontinuous on ½0; d0:
(c) If d40 and if Ld is the linear grid ð?; yjðdÞ; yjþ1ðdÞ;?Þ in R; then Ld satisﬁes
the recurrence condition which we formulate as follows. Let T40; Z4 0. Then there
exists a number r ¼ rðT ; Z; dÞ such that each interval ða; a þ rÞCR contains a
number s such that, if J ¼ ðT ; rþ TÞ; then HðJ-ðLd  sÞ; J-LdÞoZ: Here Ld 
s is the s-translate of Ld; and H is the Hausdorff metric on the family KðRÞ of
nonempty compact subsets of R:
(II) To each fAF there is associated a collection f f dj : d40; jAZg of autonomous
vector ﬁelds with the properties described below and in points (III) and (IV).
(a) If xARn; d40; and jAZ; then the value f dj ðxÞ depends only on the values
f ðt; xÞ for tAIdj (localization property).
(b) There is a positive function o0 ¼ o0ðMÞ; deﬁned for positive values of M; such
that if, for some fAF; x; yARn; d40; and jAZ; there holds j f ðt; xÞ 
f ðt; yÞjpMjx  yj for all tAIdj ; then
j f dj ðxÞ  f ðt; xÞjpo0ðMÞjx  yj:
(c) There is a positive function o1 ¼ o1ðeÞ; deﬁned for positive values of e and
tending to zero as e-0þ; such that, for each fAF; d40; NX1; and jAZ; the
following property holds: If eN ¼ supfj f ðr; xÞ  f ðs; xÞj: r; sAIdj ; jxjpNg; then
j f dj ðxÞ  f ðt; xÞjpo1ðeNÞ
for all tAIdj and jxjpN:
(III) (a) There is a positive function o2 ¼ o2ðeÞ; deﬁned for positive values of e
and tending to zero as e-0þ; such that, if JCR is an interval and if xARn is a point,
and if f ; f˜AF satisfy j f ðt; xÞ  f˜ðt; xÞjpe for all tAJ; then
j f dj ðxÞ  f˜dj ðxÞjpo2ðeÞ
for all d40 and all j such that Idj CJ:
(b) The following homogeneity condition is satisﬁed: For each dAð0; d0; there is a
positive function o3 ¼ o3;dðZÞ; deﬁned for positive values of Z and tending to zero as
Z-0þ such that the following condition holds: Let fAF; T40; sAR; and
ZAð0; d=4Þ: If for integers j; k there holds
jyjðdÞ þ s  ykðdÞjoZ and jyjþ1ðdÞ þ s  ykþ1ðdÞjoZ;
then
jtsð fdÞðt; xÞ  ðtsð f ÞÞdðt; xÞjoo3;dðZÞ j f jN;N
for all tAIdj -ðIdk  sÞ and for all jxjpN: Here we write j f jN;N ¼
suptAR;jxjpN j f ðt; xÞj:
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(IV) There is a positive function o4 ¼ o4ðZÞ; which is deﬁned for positive values of
Z and tending to zero as Z-0þ; with the following property: If 0od1pd2pd0 with
d2  d1pZ; and if jykðd2Þ  yjðd1ÞjoZ and jykþ1ðd2Þ  yjþ1ðd1ÞjoZ for integers j and
k; then for all NX1; there holds
j f d2k ðxÞ  f d1j ðyÞjpo4ðZÞj f jN;N
for all jxjpN:
If fAFr; then Conditions (II)–(IV) are modiﬁed in a natural way. First, one
requires that fdAGr for each d40: In Condition (IIb) one requires that, ifPr
l¼0 jDlx f ðt; xÞjpM for some xARn and for all tAIdj ; then one hasPr
l¼0 jDlx f dj ðxÞjpo0ðMÞ for all d40 and jAZ: Condition (IIc) is modiﬁed by
substituting
Pr
l¼0 jDlx f ðt; xÞ  Dlx f ðs; xÞj and
Pr
l¼0 jDlx f dj ðxÞ  Dlx f ðt; xÞj for the
quantities given there. One makes similar substitutions in Conditions (III) and (IV).
These properties are cumbersome to state, but they are reasonable requirements to
place on a digitization scheme. Suppose now that a digitization scheme D satisfying
Conditions (I)–(IV) is given. Let fAF and let P ¼ Pf be the hull of f inF: Then P is
compact and ðP; fttgÞ is a real ﬂow. In what follows, we can and will consider an
arbitrary compact, translation-invariant subset PCF such that the Lipschitz
constants LK in the deﬁnition of F are uniform in pAP for each compact subset
KCRn: For each pAP; let pd be a d-digitization of p; and set PðpdÞ ¼
clsfttðpdÞ: tARgCG: Then PðpdÞ is the hull of pd in G: Deﬁne
P ¼ clsf,fPðpdÞ: pAP; 0odpd0g,PgCG:
Proposition 1. The set P is compact in G: In particular, if di-0 and if Pi ¼
clsfttðpdiÞ: tAR; pAPg; then HðPi; PÞ-0 as i-N: Here H is the Hausdorff semi-
metric in G and pdi is the dk-digitization of pAP:
Proof. We will assume that d0o1=2; this entails no loss in generality.
We will ﬁrst show that, for each ﬁxed d40; the set Pd ¼ clsfttðpdÞS :
tAR; pAPgCG is compact. For this, we use the recurrence property (Ic) and the
homogeneity property (IIIb) of a digitization scheme. We will show that, for each
e40; there is a ﬁnite 3e-net in Pd:
Fix e40; then choose NX1; TX1 so that 0odðp1; p2Þ  dT ;Nðp1; p2Þoe for all
p1; p2APd: This is possible because of the way d is deﬁned. Let Z40; then choose
r ¼ rðT ; Z; dÞ such that for each rA½0; rÞ and each aAR; the interval ða; a þ rÞCR
contains a number s such that
Hððr  T  1; r þ T þ 1Þ-ðLd  sÞ; ðr  T  1; r þ T þ 1Þ-LdÞoZ: ðÞ
Such a number r exists because of the recurrence property (Ic) of Ld:
Let K ¼ fpd: pAPg: Using property (IIIa) of a digitization scheme, one can show
that the map P{p/pdAG is continuous. Hence K is a compact subset of G: Let
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Q ¼ fttðqÞ: qAK ; 0ptprg: Then Q is a compact subset of Pd: Let fq1;y; qLg be a
ﬁnite e-net (with respect to d) in Q: Fix tAR and pAP; then let g ¼ ttðpdÞ: There
exists sAðt  r; t such that () is satisﬁed. We can write g ¼ ttsðtsðpdÞÞ; where
0pt  sor: Write r ¼ t  s; so that g ¼ trðtsðpdÞÞ:
Fix rA½0; rÞ and let yj (j ¼ m1; m1 þ 1;y; m2) be the left endpoints of those
intervals Idj ¼ ½yj; yjþ1Þ which are contained in ðr  T  1; r þ T þ 1Þ: In addition, let
ykðdÞðk ¼ n1; n1 þ 1;y; n2Þ be the left endpoints of those intervals Idk ¼ ½yk; ykþ1Þ
which are contained in ðr þ s  T  1; r þ s þ T þ 1Þ: Perhaps omitting a ﬁnite
number of intervals Idj and I
d
k ; we can arrange that the following conditions are
satisﬁed. First,
½r  T ; r þ T C
[m2
j¼m1
Idj ; ½r þ s  T ; r þ s þ T C
[n2
k¼n1
Idk :
Second, m2  m1 ¼ n2  n1: Third, for each pair ð j; kÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ; ðm1 þ 1; n1 þ
1Þ;y; ðm2; n2Þ there holds
jyjðdÞ  ykðdÞjoZ:
We study the quantity
dT ;Nðg; trððtsðpÞÞdÞÞ ¼ supjxjpN
Z T
T
jtrðtsðpdÞÞðu; xÞ  trððtsðpÞÞdÞðu; xÞj du
p sup
jxjpN
Xm2
j¼m1
Z yjþ1ðdÞ
yjðdÞ
jtsðpdÞðt; xÞ  ðtsðpÞÞdðt; xÞj dt;
where t ¼ u þ r: For each pair ð j; kÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ;y; ðm2; n2Þ; let us write Jj ¼
Idj -ðIdk  sÞ; then we have
dT ;Nðg; trððtsðpÞÞdÞÞp supjxjpN
Xm2
j¼m1
Z
Jj
jtsðpdÞðt; xÞ  ðtsðpÞÞdðt; xÞj dt
þ sup
jxjpN
Xm2
j¼m1
Z
Id
j
\Jj
jtsðpdÞðt; xÞ  ðtsðpÞÞdðt; xÞj dt:
For small Z40; we use Condition (IIc) together with the homogeneity property
(IIIc). Noting that there are no more than 3ðT þ 2Þ=d intervals Idj contained in
ðr  T  1; r þ T þ 1Þ; we obtain
dT ;Nðg; trððtsðpÞÞdÞÞpo3ðZÞjpjN;Nð2T þ 2Þ þ
6ðT þ 2Þ
d
½jpjN;N þ o1ðeNÞZ;
where eN ¼ supfjpðu; xÞ  pðs; xÞj: u; sAIdj ; jxjpN; m1pjpm2gp2jpjN;N :
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Now we choose Z40 so that the quantity on the right-hand side is less than e:
Since the quantity on the right-hand side does not depend on rA½0; rÞ; we can
conclude that fq1;y; qLg be a ﬁnite 3e-net in Pd: This implies that Pd is compact.
Let us suppose now that di-d40 and that ti-N: Let fpig be a sequence in P:
There will be no loss of generality in assuming that ttiðpiÞ- %pAP: We show that the
sequence fttiðpi;diÞg admits a subsequence which converges in G to a point of P: It is
sufﬁcient to show that inf iX1Hðttiðpi;diÞ; PdÞ ¼ 0:
For this, ﬁx TX1 and NX1: For ﬁxed iX1; consider the points yjðdiÞ such that the
interval ½yjðdiÞ; yjþ1ðdiÞÞ is contained in the interval ðti  T  1; ti þ T þ 1Þ; say
mi1pjpmi2: There are no more than 3ðT þ 2Þ=d such points if di is close enough to d:
Using the equicontinuity property (Ib), we see that there exist rA½0; dÞ and a
subsequence ðtl ; dlÞ of ðti; diÞ such that
HðLdl-ðtl  T  1; tl þ T þ 1Þ; ðLd þ rÞ-ðtl  T  1; tl þ T þ 1ÞÞ
tends to zero as l-N: Now,
dT ;Nðttl ðpl;dl Þ; ttl ððtrðplÞÞdÞÞ ¼ sup
jxjpN
Z T
T
jpl;dl ðu þ tl ; xÞ  ðtrðplÞÞdðu þ tl ; xÞj du
p sup
jxjpN
Xm2
j¼m1
Z yjþ1ðdlÞ
yjðdlÞ
jpl;dl ðt; xÞ  ðtrðplÞÞdðt; xÞj dt:
For simplicity we have not indicated the l-dependence of the j-indices. By our choice
of tl ; there are indices k ¼ n1; n1 þ 1;y; n2 (which depend in general on l) such that
the quantity Zl ¼ maxfjyjðdlÞ  ðykðdÞ þ rÞj: ð j; kÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ; ðm1 þ 1; n1 þ
1Þ;y; ðm2; n2Þg tends to zero as l-N: Thus that part of the graph of pl which
determines pl;dl ðt; xÞ is ‘‘almost’’ the same as that part of the graph of pl which
determines ðtrðplÞÞdðt; xÞ for tl  Tptptl þ T ðxARnÞ:
We now use Condition (IV) together with Condition (IIc) to see that
dT ;Nðttl ðpl;dl Þ; ttl ððtrðplÞÞdÞÞpo4ðjdl  djÞjpjN;N2T
þ 6ðT þ 2Þ
d
½jpjN;N þ o2ð2jpjN;NÞZl ;
for large enough l: This quantity tends to zero as l-N: Since ttl ððtrðplÞÞdÞAPd; we
have shown that inf iX1Hðttiðpi;diÞ; PdÞ ¼ 0:
In a similar way, one shows that, if di-d40; ti-N; and fpig is sequence in P;
then inf iX1Hðttiðpi;diÞ; PdÞ ¼ 0: The same condition holds if ti-tAR:
We complete the proof of Proposition 1 by showing that, if di-0 and if Pi ¼
clsfttðpdiÞ: tAR; pAPg; then HðPi; PÞ ¼ 0 as i-N: For this, let ftigCR and
fpigCP be sequences. We can assume without loss of generality that ttiðpiÞ- %pAP:
Now
dðttiðpi;diÞ; %pÞpdðttiðpi;diÞ; ttiðpiÞÞ þ dðttiðpiÞ; %pÞ:
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Using the compactness of P in F; one sees that supfjpðr; xÞ 
pðs; xÞj: r; sAIdij ; jAZ; jxjpN; pAPg tends to zero as i-N: Using condition
(IIc), we see that dðttiðpi;diÞ; %pÞ-0 as i-N: This implies that HðPi; PÞ ¼ 0 as
i-N; as desired. This completes the proof of Proposition 1. &
We remark that an analogue of Proposition 1 holds for Fr and Gr:
3. Digitization and local null controllability
Consider a ﬁxed linear, nonautonomous control system
x0 ¼ AðtÞx þ BðtÞu ðxARn; uARmÞ; ð5Þ
where AðÞ and BðÞ are bounded measurable matrix-valued functions of size n  n
and n  m; respectively. Let U be a compact convex subset Rm which contains the
origin and assume that the control function uðÞ is measurable and constrained to
take values in U : Let HU be the support function of U :
Deﬁnition 1. System (5) is said to be locally null controllable if there exists an open
neighbourhood V of the origin in Rn and a ﬁnite time T40 such that, to each x0AV ;
there corresponds a measurable function u : ½0; T -U such that the solution xðtÞ of
(5) determined by this u ¼ uðtÞ and xð0Þ ¼ x0 satisﬁes xðTÞ ¼ 0:
It is easy to see that local null controllability in the sense of Deﬁnition 1 is implied
by the apparently weaker condition obtained by letting T depend on x0 rather than
on the neighbourhood V :
There is a basic criterion for local null controllability of system (5) which is due to
Barmish and Schmitendorf [2,14]. To state it, we introduce the adjoint homogeneous
system
y0 ¼ A?ðtÞy ðyARnÞ; ð6Þ
where A? is the transpose of the matrix A: The Barmish–Schmitendorf criterion then
goes as follows.
Theorem 1. The control system (5) is locally null controllable if and only if there exists
a positive number e0 such that, for every solution yðtÞ of the adjoint system (6)
satisfying jyð0Þj ¼ 1; there holdsZ N
0
HUðB?ðtÞyðtÞÞ dtXe0: ð7Þ
A proof of Theorem 1 is given in [2,9]. It is understood here that the control
functions uðÞ are constrained to take values in U :
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We use the Barmish–Schmitendorf criterion to prove the following result. Write
L ¼Ln;n Ln;m and let BR ¼ fðA˜; B˜ÞAL: jA˜jNpR; jB˜jNpRg for each R40:
Proposition 2. Suppose that the control system (5) is locally null controllable and that
R4maxfjAjN; jBjNg: There is a weak neighbourhood W of ðA; BÞ in BR such that, if
ðA˜; B˜ÞAW; then
x0 ¼ A˜ðtÞx þ B˜ðtÞu ð8Þ
is locally null controllable. It is understood that the constraint set U is the same for all
control systems (8).
Proof. We will use the measurable selection theory of [5]. Let U be the set of all
measurable maps uðÞ from ½0; T  to U and let yðÞ be a continuous (or bounded
measurable) map from ½0; T  to Rn: One hasZ T
0
HUðB?ðtÞyðtÞÞ dt ¼
Z T
0
sup
uAU
/u; B?ðtÞyðtÞS dt
¼ sup
uðÞAU
Z T
0
/uðtÞ; B?ðtÞyðtÞS dt:
Let fðAk; BkÞg be a sequence in BR such that ðAk; BkÞ-ðA; BÞ in the weak topology.
Suppose for contradiction that the control system
x0 ¼ AkðtÞx þ BkðtÞu
is not locally null controllable ðk ¼ 1; 2;yÞ: According to Theorem 1, there are
points %ykARn with j %ykj ¼ 1 such that, if ykðtÞ is the corresponding solution of the
adjoint system
y0 ¼ A?k ðtÞy ðk ¼ 1; 2;yÞ;
then
RN
0 HUðB?k ðtÞykðtÞÞ dto1=k:
We assume that %yk- %yNARn with j %yNj ¼ 1: Then %ykðtÞ-yNðtÞ uniformly on
½0; T ; where yNðtÞ is the solution of (5) with yNð0Þ ¼ %yN: We claim thatRN
0 HUðB?ðtÞyNðtÞÞ dt ¼ 0: This does not follow from Fubini’s Theorem because
cannot assume the pointwise convergence of HUðB?k ðtÞykðtÞÞ to HUðB?ðtÞyNðtÞÞ:
However, for each T40; we have
1=k4
Z N
0
HU ðB?k ðtÞykðtÞÞ dt ðk ¼ 1; 2;yÞ:
Fixing k; we have for each uðÞAU: 1=k4 R T
0
/uðtÞ; B?l ðtÞylðtÞSdt for each lXk:
Using the boundedness of uðÞ; the uniform boundedness of the functions B?l ðÞ; and
the uniform convergence of %ylðtÞ-yNðtÞ on ½0; T ; we see that
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1=kX
R T
0
/uðtÞ; B?ðtÞyNðtÞSdt for all uðÞ in U: It follows that
1=kX sup
uðÞAU
Z T
0
/uðtÞ; B?ðtÞyNðtÞS dt ¼
Z T
0
sup
uAU
/u; B?ðtÞyNðtÞS dt
¼
Z T
0
HUðB?ðtÞyNðtÞÞ dt
for each kX1 and each T40: Hence
RN
0 HUðB?ðtÞyNðtÞÞ dt ¼ 0: But this contra-
dicts the local null controllability of (5) because of Theorem 1. This ends the proof of
Proposition 2. &
Next we consider the local null controllability of a compact translation-invariant
family P of control systems (5), and the persistence of the local null controllability
when the family P is perturbed in L ¼Ln;n Ln;m: For example, P might be the
hull clsfðttðAÞ; ttðBÞÞ: tARg of ðA; BÞ in L:
So, let PCL be a compact, translation-invariant set. If p ¼ ðA; BÞAP; deﬁne
Aˆ ðpÞ ¼ lim
n-N
n
Z 1=n
0
AðsÞ ds; Bˆ ðpÞ ¼ lim
n-N
n
Z 1=n
0
BðsÞ ds:
These limits need not exist for all pAP: However, for each ﬁxed pAP one has
Aˆ ðttðpÞÞ ¼ AðtÞ and Bˆ ðttðpÞÞ ¼ BðtÞ for almost all tAR: We will abuse notation by
writing A for Aˆ and B for Bˆ ; then will consider the family of control systems
x0 ¼ AðttðpÞÞx þ BðttðpÞÞu ð5pÞ
for all pAP [9]; see also [1,3] for discussions of local null controllability for
translation-invariant families of nonautonomous linear control systems. A moment
of reﬂection shows that the family fð5pÞ: pAPg is simply the collection of control
systems deﬁned by letting p vary over PCL:
Consider now the family of systems ð5pÞ: Even if this system is locally null
controllable for a particular p ¼ %pAP; and even if the orbit clsfttð %pÞ: tARg is dense
in P; it need not be the case that ð5pÞ is locally null controllable for all pAP:
However, there is a general criterion which is sufﬁcient for the local null
controllability of ð5pÞ for all pAP [9]. This criterion reads as follows. Suppose that,
for each minimal subset MCP; there is at least one point pAM such that the system
ð5pÞ is locally null controllable. Then the system ð5pÞ is locally null controllable for
all pAP: In fact, the family fð5pÞ: pAPg is uniformly locally null controllable. That is,
there is a ﬁxed neighbourhood V of the origin in Rn; and a ﬁxed T40 such that, if
pAP and x0AV ; then there is a control u ¼ uð; p; x0Þ : ½0; T -U with the property
that, if xðtÞ is the solution of ð5pÞ with u ¼ uðt; p; x0Þ and xð0Þ ¼ x0; then xðTÞ ¼ 0:
An equivalent formulation of uniform local null controllability is the following.
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Consider the family of equations
y0 ¼ A?ðttðpÞÞy: ð6pÞ
Then there are constants T40 and e040; which do not depend on pAP; such that
for each solution yðtÞ of Eq. ð6pÞ with jyð0Þj ¼ 1 there holdsZ T
0
HUðB?ðttðpÞÞyðtÞÞ dtXe0
for all pAP:
It is now easy to adapt the reasoning used to prove Proposition 2 to obtain the
following result.
Proposition 3. Suppose that, for each minimal subset MCP; there is at least one point
pAM such that the system ð5pÞ is locally null controllable. Let R40 be a number such
that PCBR: Then there is a weak neighbourhood WCBR such that, if Pˆ is a weak
compact translation-invariant subset of W; then the family of control systems
fð5pÞ: pAPˆ g is uniformly locally null controllable.
We can apply Propositions 2 and 3 to the special case of a digitization
x0 ¼ AdðttðpÞÞx þ BdðttðpÞÞu ð9Þ
of a given system ð5pÞ: (We assume that the digitization in question preserves the
linear character of the nonautonomous vector ﬁelds AðtÞx and BðtÞu:) It is clear that
if AðtÞ and BðtÞ are uniformly continuous, which is the case if they are almost
periodic functions, then the hull P of p ¼ ðA; BÞ in the appropriate matrix-valued
analogue of the spaceF embeds continuously inL: Moreover, if PCBRCL and if
WCBR; then for sufﬁciently small d0; the set P of Section 2 embeds into W; this
follows from Proposition 1. Hence we can conclude as follows.
Proposition 4. If system ð5pÞ with uniformly continuous coefficient matrices AðtÞ and
BðtÞ is locally null controllable, then so is system (9) for d sufficiently small. If the
family P ¼ clsfttðA; BÞ: tARgCL is uniformly locally null controllable, then so are
the systems corresponding to the elements of the family P provided d0 is sufficiently
small.
We can also apply analogues of Propositions 2–4 for control systems (5) for which
the control u is unconstrained, i.e., u can take all values in Rm: We brieﬂy recall the
facts needed to discuss control systems with unconstrained controls.
Deﬁnition 2. The system (5) is said to be globally null controllable if for each x0ARn;
there exists a ﬁnite time T40 and a measurable function u : ½0; T -Rm such that the
solution xðtÞ of (5) with u ¼ uðtÞ and xð0Þ ¼ x0 satisﬁes xðTÞ ¼ 0:
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One can speak of global null controllability both when the control u is constrained to
be in some subset UCRm and when u is unconstrained. In the case of unconstrained
controls, it is clear that local null controllability is equivalent to global null
controllability.
There is a well-known criterion for the global null controllability of system (5) in
the case of unconstrained controls. For this, let FðtÞ be the fundamental matrix of
the homogeneous system x0 ¼ AðtÞx: Deﬁne the controllability matrix Z of (5) to be
Z ¼
Z N
0
FðtÞ1BðtÞB?ðtÞðFðtÞ1Þ? dt
Then (5) is globally null controllable with unconstrained controls if and only if Z is
positive deﬁnite: Z40:
Now we can state analogues of Propositions 2–4 in the case of unconstrained
controls; their proofs are left to the reader.
Proposition 5. (a) Suppose that system ð5pÞ is globally null controllable. If
R4maxfjAjN; jBjNg; then there is a weak neighbourhood W of ðA; BÞ in BR such
that, if ðA˜; B˜ÞAW; then system (8) is globally null controllable with unconstrained
controls.
(b) Let PCBR be a compact, translation-invariant set. Suppose that each minimal
subset MCP contains a point p such that the system ð5pÞ is globally null controllable.
Then there is a weak neighbourhood WCBR of P such that, if PˆCW is a weak
compact translation-invariant subset, then the family of control systems fð5pÞ: pAPˆ g is
globally null controllable.
4. Digitization and feedback control
Our purpose in this section is twofold. First, we review a method for constructing
a feedback control u ¼ uðt; xÞ which stabilizes a nonlinear control system
x0 ¼ f ðt; x; uÞ ðxARn; uARmÞ ð10Þ
in a neighbourhood of the origin. The method in question is developed in [11] and is
based on the theory of exponential dichotomies. Then we discuss the way in which u
varies when the vector ﬁeld f is perturbed. In particular, we will show that, when the
control system (10) is digitized, then it admits a feedback control ud ¼ udðt; xÞ which
is close to u:
We will assume that f is of class C2 with respect to ðx; uÞ; and that all partial
derivatives of f of orderp2 are uniformly continuous on R K whenever KCRn 
Rm is compact. We will also assume that f ðt; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0 for all tAR; so that x ¼ 0 is an
equilibrium point for (10) when u ¼ 0:
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From this point on, our discussion is motivated by the results and comments in
Section 10 of [11]. View f as an element of the space F2: Let P ¼
clsfttð f Þ: tARgCF2 be the hull of f ; then P is compact. We introduce a notational
device similar to that used in Section 3. If PAP; write ﬁrst fˆ ðp; x; uÞ ¼ pð0; x; uÞ; then
observe that fˆ ðttðpÞ; x; uÞ ¼ pðt; x; uÞ for all ðt; x; uÞAR Rn  Rm: We abuse
notation and write f ðp; x; uÞ instead of fˆ ðp; x; uÞ; in this way the equation x0 ¼
pðt; x; uÞ takes the form
x0 ¼ f ðttðpÞ; x; uÞ: ð10pÞ
It is easy to see that f is of class C2 with respect to ðx; uÞ; and that its partial
derivatives Dlx f ; D
l
u f are continuous in ðp; x; uÞ ð0plp2Þ:
We write f ðp; x; uÞ ¼ AðpÞx þ BðpÞu þ fðp; x; uÞ; where AðpÞ ¼ Dx f ðp; 0; 0Þ and
BðpÞ ¼ Du f ðp; 0; 0Þ: Then ð10pÞ becomes
x0 ¼ AðttðpÞÞx þ BðttðpÞÞu þ fðttðpÞ; x; uÞ: ð10p0Þ
We study the linear system
x0 ¼ AðttðpÞÞx þ BðttðpÞÞu ð11pÞ
with the goal of obtaining a feedback control u ¼ uðp; xÞ which stabilizes it at x ¼ 0:
There is a well-known recipe for constructing a stabilizing feedback control for a
linear control system. This recipe is followed in [11]; we outline the necessary
arguments. We will see that results from the theory of exponential dichotomies can
be used to good effect to prove existence and regularity properties of the feedback
control.
We will assume that all elements of the family of control systems fð11pÞ: pAPg are
globally null controllable. This assumption is equivalent to the following condition.
Let FpðtÞ be the fundamental matrix solution of the linear homogeneous system
x0 ¼ AðttðpÞÞx ð12pÞ
for each pAP: Then there exists a T40 and an e040; which do not depend on p;
such that for all pAP the controllability matrix
Zp ¼
Z T
0
FðtÞ1BðtÞB?ðtÞðFðtÞ1Þ? dt ð13Þ
satisﬁes ZpXe0In;n for all pAP; where In;n is the n  n identity matrix.
Next, introduce an auxiliary integral quadratic cost function
Iðx; uÞ ¼
Z N
0
ð/Qx; xSþ/Ru; uSÞ dt;
where QAMn;n and RAMm;m are constant positive deﬁnite matrices. In the more
general formulation of [11], Q and R are taken to be time-varying matrices satisfying
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appropriate conditions. For present purposes we can take Q and R to be as
indicated.
Let x0ARn: We consider the problem of minimizing the functionalI subject to the
following conditions: (i) uðÞAL2ðR;RnÞ; and (ii) xðÞ is the solution of ð11pÞ with
u ¼ uðÞ and xð0Þ ¼ x0: This problem can be solved using the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle. Introduce the ‘‘Hamiltonian’’
Hðx; y; uÞ ¼ /y; x0S 1
2
½/Qx; xSþ/Ru; uS;
where yARn is a variable dual to x: According to the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle, a minimizing control u must satisfy
@H
@u
¼ 0:
This leads to the feedback rule
u ¼ R1B?y; ð14Þ
where B? ¼ B?ðttðpÞÞ: Substitute (14) into H and write down the Hamiltonian
equations x0 ¼ @H
@y
; y0 ¼ @H
@x
to obtain
Jz0 ¼ Q A
?
A BR1B?
 !
z: ð15pÞ
Here z ¼ ðx
y
Þ; A ¼ AðttðpÞÞ; B ¼ BðttðpÞÞ; and
J ¼ 0 In;n
In;n 0
 !
is the usual 2n  2n antisymmetric matrix.
It turns out that the family of equations ð15pÞ has an exponential dichotomy. We
pause to recall the deﬁnition. Let Q be the space of all linear projections Q :R2n-R2n
and let FpðtÞ be the fundamental matrix of equation ð15pÞ:
Deﬁnition 3. The family ð15pÞ is said to have an exponential dichotomy (ED) over P if
there are constants L40; g40 and a continuous map p/Qp : P-Q such that
jjFpðtÞQpFpðsÞ1jjpLegðtsÞ ðtXsÞ;
jjFpðtÞðI  QpÞFpðsÞ1jjpLegðtsÞ ðtpsÞ
for all pAP:
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We now quote the following results from [10]. They are nonautonomous
analogues of facts well known in the case when A and B are constant matrices or
T-periodic matrices.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the controllability matrix (13) satisfies ZpXe0In;n for all
pAP; for numbers T40 and e040; which do not depend on p: Then equations ð15pÞ
admit an exponential dichotomy over P: Let fQpg be the corresponding family of
projections. Then dim Im Qp ¼ n for all pAP:
The projections Qp admit a geometric interpretation which we now review. Let
lp ¼ Im QpCR2n; so that lp is an n-dimensional vector subspace of R2n ðpAPÞ: It
turns out that there is a basis of lp having the form
e1
m1
 !
;y;
en
mn
 !
;
where fe1;y; eng is the canonical basis of Rn; and m1;y; mn are real column vectors
having n components. Let MðpÞ be the n  n real matrix with columns m1;y; mn:
Then MðpÞ is continuous in p and symmetric. (This symmetry of MðpÞ is equivalent
to the assertion that lp is a Lagrange plane, i.e., if z1; z2Alp; then /z1; Jz2S ¼ 0).
Fix pAP and write MðtÞ ¼ MðttðpÞÞ: Then MðtÞ satisﬁes the Riccati equation
M 0 ¼ Q  ðA?M þ MAÞ  MBR1B?M:
The Riccati equation is given much importance in works on Control Theory. Of
course, the quantity having geometric signiﬁcance is not MðpÞ but rather the
Lagrange plane lp which it parametrizes.
Now set
KðpÞ ¼ R1B?ðpÞMðpÞ ðpAPÞ:
Then for all pAP; the feedback control uðt; xÞ ¼ KðttðpÞÞx has the property that all
solutions of the equations
x0 ¼ ½AðttðpÞÞ þ BðttðpÞÞKðttðpÞÞx ð16pÞ
are uniformly exponentially asymptotically stable as t-N: In fact, if L and g are the
dichotomy constants from Theorem 2, then each solution xðtÞ of ð16pÞ satisﬁes
jxðtÞjpLegtjx0j for all tX0 ðpAPÞ:
Let us now substitute u ¼ Kx into the nonlinear equation ð10p0Þ: We obtain
x0 ¼ ½A þ BK  x þ fðttðpÞ; x; KxÞ; ð17p0Þ
where A; B and K all have the argument ttðpÞ: Since x ¼ 0 is a uniformly
exponentially asymptotically stable solution of the linearized equation ð16pÞ for
every pAP; and since fðp; x; KxÞ is clearly Oðjxj2Þ as x-0 uniformly in pAP; we can
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ﬁnd a number e40 and constants L040; g040 such that, if pAP; jx0joe; and xðtÞ is
the solution of ð17p0Þ with xð0Þ ¼ X0; then jxðtÞjpL0eg0tjx0j for tX0: This just
means, for each pAP; the function uðt; xÞ ¼ KðttðpÞÞx is a feedback control—which
is in fact linear in x—which exponentially stabilizes system ð10pÞ:
Now let G2 be the space described in Section 2, whose elements g are deﬁned on
R Rn  Rm and have values in Rn  Rm: Let PˆCG2 be a compact, translation-
invariant set. There is a corresponding family of equations
x0 ¼ Aˆ ðttðpˆ ÞÞx þ Bˆ ðttðpˆ ÞÞu þ #fðttðpˆ Þ; x; uÞ: ð17pˆ Þ
Again we have used a notational device like that employed in Section 2, according to
which, if pˆAPˆ ; then Aˆ ðttðpˆ ÞÞ equals Dxpˆ ðt; 0; 0Þ for almost all tAR; and similarly
for Bˆ and #f:
Next, note that F2 embeds (via the natural identiﬁcation map) into G2; so P can
be viewed as a compact, translation-invariant subset of G2: We now apply a basic
perturbation theorem of Sacker and Sell [13]. Using this theorem, we can ﬁnd a
neighbourhood W CG2 of P; such that if Pˆ is a compact, translation-invariant
subset of W; then the linearized equations
Jz0 ¼ Q Aˆ
?
Aˆ Bˆ R1Bˆ?
 !
z ð15pˆ Þ
admit an exponential dichotomy over Pˆ : Moreover, the dichotomy projections
satisfy a continuity property which we do not state in detail, but which can be
paraphrased by saying that, if pˆAPˆ is close (with respect to the d-distance) to pAP;
then Qpˆ is close to Qp: See [13].
The arguments of [11] can now be used to show that, for each pˆAPˆ ; the image of
Qpˆ can be parametrized by a symmetric matrix Mˆ ðpÞ: Indeed, Im Qpˆ admits a basis
of the form
e1
mˆ 1
 !
;y;
en
mˆ n
 !
;
where mˆ 1;y; mˆ n are the columns of Mˆ ðpÞ: It follows now from the arguments given
earlier in this section that, for each pˆAPˆ ; the feedback control uðt; xÞ ¼
R1B?ðttðpˆ ÞÞMðttðpˆ ÞÞx exponentially stabilize the system ð10pˆ Þ: In fact, there are
constants #e4 0 and constants Lˆ40; #g40 such that, if pˆAPˆ and jx0jo#e; then the
solution xðtÞ of
x0 ¼ ½Aˆ þ Bˆ Kˆ x þ #fðttðpˆ Þ; x; Kˆ xÞ
with xð0Þ ¼ x0 satisﬁes jxðtÞjpLˆ e#gtjx0j for tX0: We have written Kˆ ¼ R1Bˆ?Mˆ ; it
is understood that Aˆ ; Bˆ and Kˆ all have argument ttðpˆ Þ:
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Let us now illustrate this result in the case of perturbations Pˆ generated by
digitizations of a vector ﬁeld fAF2: Let P be the hull of f (we could also let P be a
general compact, translation-invariant subset ofF2). We can and will identify P as a
subset of G2: Introduce a digitization scheme D which satisﬁes Conditions (I)–(IV) of
Section 2. If 0odpd0; pAP; let pd be the d-digitization of p and set PðpdÞ ¼
clsfttðpdÞ: tARg: As in Section 2, set P ¼ clsð,fPðpdÞ: pAP; 0odpd0g,PÞCG2:
We can generalize the proof of Proposition 1 so it applies to digitizations of vector
ﬁelds in F2; and then conclude that P is compact.
LetW be a neighbourhood of P in G2: Decreasing d0 if necessarily, we can assume
that PCW: The family of linear equations fð15pˆ Þ: pˆAPðpdÞg admits an exponential
dichotomy for each pAP and each dAð0; d0: Let Md : PðpdÞ-Mn;n be the
corresponding m-function; we suppress the dependence of Md on p: Let
M : PðpÞ-Mn;n be the m-function of the family of linear equations
fð15pÞ: pˆAPðpdÞg: According to Proposition 1, HðPðpdÞ; PÞ tends to zero as d-0þ :
Hence, using the Sacker–Sell perturbation theorem referred to earlier [13], we can
conclude that, if pðdÞAPðpdÞ and if pðdÞ- %pAP; then MdðpðdÞÞ-Mð %pÞ:
In particular, let pðdÞ be taken to be pd itself. Since pd-p in G2; we have
MdðpdÞ-MðpÞ; and it follows from the immediately preceeding statement that the
convergence is uniform in pAP:
If pAP; 0odpd0 and Pˆ ¼ PðpdÞ; we write Eqs. ð15pˆ Þ in the form
x0 ¼ Aˆ ðttðpˆ ÞÞx þ Bˆ ðttðpˆ ÞÞu þ #fðttðpˆ Þ; x; uÞ ðpˆAPˆ Þ:
Due to the deﬁnition of a digitization, the functions Ad; Bd; fd are deﬁned for all
pˆAPˆ ; though they will in general be discontinuous. With this notation, the feedback
control which stabilizes the equation x0 ¼ pdðt; x; uÞ is
udðt; xÞ ¼ R1B?d ðttðpdÞÞMdðttðpdÞÞx:
The reader can work out the sense in which udðt; xÞ converges to uðt; xÞ as d-0þ :
It is frequently the case that judðt; xÞ  uðt; xÞjpLdjxj for some constant L which
does not depend on ðt; xÞ; i.e., the convergence of ud to u is linear in d: We give
sufﬁcient conditions for this phenomenon to occur. Suppose that the digitization
scheme has the property that, if fdðt; x; uÞ ¼ AdðtÞx þ BdðtÞu þ fdðt; x; uÞ and
f ðt; x; uÞ ¼ AðtÞx þ BðtÞu þ fðt; x; uÞ; then jAdðtÞ  AðtÞjpL1d and jBdðtÞ 
BðtÞjpL2d for all tAR:
Theorem 3. Suppose that f and the digitization scheme satisfy the conditions given
above. Let udðt; xÞ be the feedback control which stabilizes x0 ¼ fdðt; x; uÞ; and let
uðt; xÞ be the feedback control which stabilizes x0 ¼ f ðt; x; uÞ: Then there exists a
constant L such that
judðt; xÞ  uðt; xÞjpLdjxj
for all tAR; xARn:
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Proof. Let us write MdðtÞ ¼ Mdðttð fdÞÞ and MðtÞ ¼ Mðttð f ÞÞ: Then
udðt; xÞ ¼ R1B?d ðtÞMdðtÞx; uðt; xÞ ¼ R1B?ðtÞMðtÞx:
We use a second basic perturbation theorem for exponential dichotomies due to
Coppel ([4, Section 4, Proposition 1]; see also [7, Theorem 3.1]). This theorem gives a
sufﬁcient condition for the Lipschitz variation of dichotomy projections. Because of
our assumptions on Ad; A; Bd and B; this theorem can be applied to Eqs. ð15pÞ for
p ¼ fd and p ¼ f : We can conclude that there is a constant L3 such that jMdðtÞ 
MðtÞjpL3d for all tAR: This is enough to prove Theorem 3. &
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